






























Toko farms Winter Management plan 2023 

Toko farms Winter grazing management plan 2023 

1296 Coast road, RD 2, Milton,  9292 

Owner:          Size: 1200ha 

Wintering area: 75ha          Number of Paddocks 7-8 

 Overall wintering plan:  

Wintering approx 300 R1 dairy heifers for 100 days on fodder beet, 70 beef R1 weaners for 100 days on 
kale. Grazing 850 ewes on fodder beet for 6 weeks, 1900 ewes in 3 mobs for 4-6 weeks on kale. 

 

Winter plan for paddock: A Front 

 Mob name and size; Kelly R1 145 heifers 

Diet following transition: 6 (dry matter)kg of fodder beet and 2 kg of balage per day per head, for 
approximately 100 days 

See attached file: “A Front” for paddock plan  

 

Day to day management:  

Post transition, after establishing a break front across the paddock, daily shift the entire fence forward. 
Balage fed every 2nd day. Will start paddock at the bottom  south  corner with portable trough. This area 
of paddock has the best shelter for stock. Back/ temporary fences and portable troughs established and 
managed appropriately for best environmental and animal welfare outcomes. 

Executing of your paddock plan : 

Transition plan:  

Break feed stock on grass only in a nearby paddock, with balage for 7 days, bringing beet to the stock 
(cut up bulbs for the first few days). After 7 days move mob into crop paddock. Present approx 2kg of 
beet per head per day for 7 days with a constant supply of balage. After 7 days we will increase the 
amount of beet presented, over a few days, up to the required daily amount, while reducing the amount 
of balage. 

We will reduce the mud in the paddock  by..... 

Manipulating both the feed front and back fences to avoid/reduce time in wet areas of the paddock. 
Have sub soiled the entire paddock 12 months prior to planting crop to improve drainage. 

We monitor animal health and welfare by...... 

View the stock everyday, as on daily shifts. Limited shelter in this paddock. Prepared to run stock off  
paddock to sheltered area either in paddock next door or across the road. 
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We reduce the risk  of calving /lambing on the crop by...... 

These stock are not pregnant, so will  not calve.  

We ensure stock are well fed by....... 

Daily monitoring of both residual fed remaining and the gut fill prior to feeding 

We ensure everyone understands the plan by..... 

Transition and wintering plan for each mon of stock is discussed in team meetings pre-transition and 
paddock setup. Reviewed weekly and revised as necessary. 

 

Our plan for wet weather and poor soil conditions (Adverse events plan): 

Our wet/cold weather plan will be implemented...... 

If we get a prolonged period of wet cold weather, particularly if wind is from the south. 

Our wet weather and poor soil conditions plan is..... 

If required,  can run cattle  off crop paddock, and supplement feed in dry sheltered paddock next door 
or across the road. 

Document and review: 

Evidence we have to show we are following good management practices.... 

Photos  

Our plan to review this winter's winter grazing plan..... 

Weekly discussions with team members.  Adjust management as required. Post winter grazing, assess 
management and results  of winter grazing. Take learning and apply to winter grazing plans for 2024, 
both winter grazing paddock selection,  setup and grazing  management. 
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Winter plan for paddock: Buma 1 

 Mob name and size; Stafford R1 145 heifers 

Diet following transition: 6 (dry matter)kg of fodder beet and 2 kg of balage per day per head, for 100 
days 

See attached file: “Buma 1” for paddock plan  

 

Day to day management:  

Post transition, after establishing a break front across the paddock, daily shift the entire fence forward. 
Balage fed every 2nd day. Will start paddock at the south edge of paddock by water trough. This area of 
paddock has good shelter and water for stock. Back/ temporary fences and portable troughs established 
and managed appropriately for best environmental and animal welfare outcomes. 

Executing of your paddock plan : 

Transition plan:  

Break feed stock on grass only in a nearby paddock, with balage for 7 days, bringing beet to the stock 
(cut up bulbs for the first few days). After 7 days move mob into crop paddock. Present approx 2kg of 
beet per head per day for 7 days with a constant supply of balage. After 7 days we will increase the 
amount of beet presented, over a few days, up to the required daily amount, while reducing the amount 
of balage. 

We will reduce the mud in the paddock  by..... 

Manipulating both the feed front and back fences to avoid/reduce time in wet areas of the paddock. 
Have sub soiled poor draining areas of the paddock 12 months prior to planting crop to improve 
drainage. 

We monitor animal health and welfare by...... 

View the stock everyday, as on daily shifts. Good natural shelter in this paddock. Prepared allow stock 
into Kanuka areas as required for shelter. 

We reduce the risk  of calving /lambing on the crop by...... 

These stock are not pregnant, so will  not calve.  

We ensure stock are well fed by....... 

Daily monitoring of both residual fed remaining and the gut fill prior to feeding 

We ensure everyone understands the plan by..... 

Transition and wintering plan for each mon of stock is discussed in team meetings pre-transition and 
paddock setup. Reviewed weekly and revised as necessary. 
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Our plan for wet weather and poor soil conditions (Adverse events plan): 

Our wet/cold weather plan will be implemented...... 

If we get a prolonged period of wet cold weather, particularly if wind is from the south. 

Our wet weather and poor soil conditions plan is..... 

If required,  can run cattle into natural shelter in the paddock, with has good under foot conditions.  
Alternatively  can run cattle off paddock and supplement feed in dry sheltered paddock next door. 

Document and review: 

Evidence we have to show we are following good management practices.... 

Photos  

Our plan to review this winter's winter grazing plan..... 

Weekly discussions with team members.  Adjust management as required. Post winter grazing, assess 
management and results  of winter grazing. Take learning and apply to winter grazing plans for 2024, 
both winter grazing paddock selection,  setup and grazing  management. 
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Winter plan for paddock: Manaku ridge 

 Mob name and size; Beef R1 weaners  

Diet following transition: 7 (dry matter)kg of kale and 1 kg of balage per day per head, for 100 days 

See attached file: “Manaku ridge” for paddock plan  

 

Day to day management:  

Post transition, after establishing a break front across the paddock, daily shift the entire fence forward. 
Balage fed every 2nd day. Will start paddock at the western end of paddock by water trough. This area of 
paddock has good shelter and water for stock. Back/ temporary fences and portable troughs established 
and managed appropriately for best environmental and animal welfare outcomes. 

Executing of your paddock plan : 

Transition plan:  

Break feed stock on grass only in the paddock next to Manuka ridge, with balage for 7 days. After 7 day 
open gate into crop paddock. Present approx 2kg of kale per head per day for 7 days with a constant 
supply of balage. After 7 days we will increase the amount of kale presented, over a few days, up to the 
required daily amount, while reducing the amount of balage. 

We will reduce the mud in the paddock  by..... 

Manipulating both the feed front and back fences to avoid/reduce time in wet areas of the paddock. 
Have sub soiled the entire paddock 12 months prior to planting crop to improve drainage. 

We monitor animal health and welfare by...... 

View the stock everyday, as on daily shifts. Good natural shelter in this paddock. Prepared allow stock 
into pine plantation on South-western edge of paddock as required for additional shelter. 

We reduce the risk  of calving /lambing on the crop by...... 

These stock are not pregnant, so will  not calve.  

We ensure stock are well fed by....... 

Daily monitoring of both residual fed remaining and the gut fill prior to feeding 

We ensure everyone understands the plan by..... 

Transition and wintering plan for each mon of stock is discussed in team meetings pre-transition and 
paddock setup. Reviewed weekly and revised as necessary. 
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Our plan for wet weather and poor soil conditions (Adverse events plan): 

Our wet/cold weather plan will be implemented...... 

If we get a prolonged period of wet cold weather, particularly if wind is from the south. 

Our wet weather and poor soil conditions plan is..... 

If required, can run cattle into pine block adjacent to the paddock, for additional shelter,  with has good 
under foot conditions.  Alternatively  can run cattle off paddock and supplement feed in dry sheltered 
paddock next door. 

Document and review: 

Evidence we have to show we are following good management practices.... 

Photos  

Our plan to review this winter's winter grazing plan..... 

Weekly discussions with team members.  Adjust management as required. Post winter grazing, assess 
management and results  of winter grazing. Take learning and apply to winter grazing plans for 2024, 
both winter grazing paddock selection,  setup and grazing  management. 
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Winter plan for paddock: Paddock 23 

 Mob name and size;  850 Mixed age ewes for approx. 6 weeks  

Diet following transition:  1 (dry matter)kg of fodder beet per day per head 

See attached file: “Paddock 23”  for paddock plan  

 

Day to day management:  

Post transition, 3 day breaks will be used. Wide strips (SW-NE) across the paddock will be established 
which are then dived into appropriate sized breaks. Will start paddock at the south eastern corner of 
paddock by water trough. This allows a transition period utilizing the adjoining paddock for grass grazing 
and shelter for stock. Utilizing back/ temporary fences and the adjoining paddock as a run off paddock 
for best environmental and animal welfare outcomes . 

Executing of your paddock plan : 

Transition plan:  

Break feed stock on grass only in the paddock next to paddock 23. On day 2 open gate into crop 
paddock. Present approx. 0.5 kg of beet per head per day for 3 days. After 3 days we will increase the 
amount of beet presented, up to the required daily amount and then shut the ewes on crop. 

We will reduce the mud in the paddock  by..... 

Manipulating both the feed front and back fences to avoid/reduce time in wet areas of the paddock. 
Have sub soiled the entire paddock 12 months prior to planting crop to improve drainage. 

We monitor animal health and welfare by...... 

View the stock every 3 days. If poor weather view daily.  Initially poor natural shelter in this paddock, 
hence the ability to run off to adjacent paddock. Prepared allow stock into runoff paddock for additional 
shelter or grass feed as required. Animals which are showing signs of distress will be removed from crop 
paddock 

We reduce the risk  of calving /lambing on the crop by...... 

These stock are expected to lamb around the 7th of September. Target to have completed the crop and 
remove stock 2 weeks prior (24th August) to vaccinate and set stock for lambing. 

We ensure stock are well fed by....... 

Monitoring of both residual fed remaining and the gut fill prior to new break. 

We ensure everyone understands the plan by..... 

Transition and wintering plan for each mon of stock is discussed in team meetings pre-transition and 
paddock setup. Reviewed weekly and revised as necessary. 
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Our plan for wet weather and poor soil conditions (Adverse events plan): 

Our wet/cold weather plan will be implemented...... 

If we get a prolonged period of wet cold weather, particularly if wind is from the south. 

Our wet weather and poor soil conditions plan is..... 

If required, can run sheep off, into adjacent paddock, which has shelter belts on south western and 
eastern edges of paddock for shelter. This paddock will be keep stock free for the duration of the winter 
to allow for emergency feed/or grass area for stock in adverse weather.  

Document and review: 

Evidence we have to show we are following good management practices.... 

Photos  

Our plan to review this winter's winter grazing plan..... 

Weekly discussions with team members.  Adjust management as required. Post winter grazing, assess 
management and results  of winter grazing. Take learning and apply to winter grazing plans for 2024, 
both winter grazing paddock selection,  setup and grazing  management. 
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Winter plan for paddock: A Pump  

 Mob name and size;  1100 2 tooth ewes for approx 3 weeks 

Diet following transition:  1.1 (dry matter)kg of kale per day per head 

See attached file:  “A pump” for paddock plan  

 

Day to day management:  

Post transition, 3 day breaks will be used. Wide strips across the paddock (N to S) will be established 
which are then dived into appropriate sized breaks. Will start paddock at the south eastern corner of 
paddock by water trough. This allows a transition period utilizing the adjoining paddock (A top yard) for 
grass grazing and shelter for stock. Utilizing back/ temporary fences and the adjoining paddock as a run 
off paddock for best environmental and animal welfare outcomes . 

Executing of your paddock plan : 

Transition plan:  

Break feed stock on grass only in the paddock next to A Pump. On day 2 open gate into crop paddock. 
Present approx. 0.5 kg of kale per head per day for 3 days. After 3 days we will increase the amount of 
kale presented, up to the required daily amount and then shut the ewes on crop. 

We will reduce the mud in the paddock  by..... 

Manipulating both the feed front and back fences to avoid/reduce time in wet areas of the paddock. 
Have sub soiled the entire prior to planting crop to improve drainage. Crop was established in this 
paddock using minimal  tillage (spray and direct drilling) to aid in maintaining soil structure. 

We monitor animal health and welfare by...... 

View the stock every 3 days. If poor weather view daily.  Initially poor natural shelter in this paddock, 
hence the ability to run off to adjacent paddock. Prepared to allow stock into top of eastern face (above 
critical source area) paddock for additional shelter or grass feed as required. Animals which are showing 
signs of distress will be removed from crop paddock 

We reduce the risk  of calving /lambing on the crop by...... 

These stock are expected to lamb around the 7th of September. Target to have completed the crop and 
remove stock 2 weeks prior (24th August) to vaccinate and set stock for lambing. 

We ensure stock are well fed by....... 

Monitoring of both residual fed remaining and the gut fill prior to new break. 

We ensure everyone understands the plan by..... 

Transition and wintering plan for each mon of stock is discussed in team meetings pre-transition and 
paddock setup. Reviewed weekly and revised as necessary. 
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Our plan for wet weather and poor soil conditions (Adverse events plan): 

Our wet/cold weather plan will be implemented...... 

If we get a prolonged period of wet cold weather, particularly if wind is from the south. 

Our wet weather and poor soil conditions plan is..... 

If required, can run sheep off, into adjacent paddock (A top yard), which has good natural shelter on 
northern and eastern edges of paddock. This paddock will be keep stock free for the duration of the 
winter to allow for emergency feed/or grass area for stock in adverse weather.  

Document and review: 

Evidence we have to show we are following good management practices.... 

Photos  

Our plan to review this winter's winter grazing plan..... 

Weekly discussions with team members.  Adjust management as required. Post winter grazing, assess 
management and results  of winter grazing. Take learning and apply to winter grazing plans for 2024, 
both winter grazing paddock selection,  setup and grazing  management. 
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Winter plan for paddock: A little airstrip 

 Mob name and size;  1100 2 tooth ewes for approx 3 weeks 

Diet following transition:  1.1 (dry matter)kg of kale per day per head 

See attached file:  “A little airstrip” for paddock plan  

 

Day to day management:  

Post transition, 3 day breaks will be used. Wide strips across the paddock (NE to SW) will be established 
which are then dived into appropriate sized breaks. Will start paddock at the north eastern corner of 
paddock by water trough. This the adjoining paddock to be accessed for grass grazing and shelter for 
stock. Utilizing back/ temporary fences and the adjoining paddock as a run off paddock for best 
environmental and animal welfare outcomes . 

Executing of your paddock plan : 

Transition plan:  

This is likely to be the second paddock of crop for these  ewes, so no transition will be required. 
However will have the ability to run the stock off paddock if required. 

We will reduce the mud in the paddock  by..... 

Manipulating both the feed front and back fences to avoid/reduce time in wet areas of the paddock. 
Have sub soiled the entire prior to planting crop to improve drainage. Will utilize the adjoining paddock 
as a runoff paddock ir weather and conditions require. Crop was established in this paddock using 
minimal  tillage (spray and direct drilling) to aid in maintaining soil structure. 

We monitor animal health and welfare by...... 

View the stock every 3 days. If poor weather view daily.  Poor natural shelter in this paddock, hence the 
ability to run off to adjacent paddock. Prepared allow stock into adjoining paddock for shelter or grass 
feed as required. Animals which are showing signs of distress will be removed from crop paddock 

We reduce the risk  of calving /lambing on the crop by...... 

These stock are expected to lamb around the 7th of September. Target to have completed the crop and 
remove stock 2 weeks prior (24th August) to vaccinate and set stock for lambing. 

We ensure stock are well fed by....... 

Monitoring of both residual fed remaining and the gut fill prior to new break. 

We ensure everyone understands the plan by..... 

Transition and wintering plan for each mon of stock is discussed in team meetings pre-transition and 
paddock setup. Reviewed weekly and revised as necessary. 
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Our plan for wet weather and poor soil conditions (Adverse events plan): 

Our wet/cold weather plan will be implemented...... 

If we get a prolonged period of wet cold weather, particularly if wind is from the south. 

Our wet weather and poor soil conditions plan is..... 

If required, can run sheep off, into adjacent paddock A little airstrip gully,  (West of A little airstrip) 
which has good natural shelter. This paddock will be keep stock free for the duration of the winter to 
allow for emergency feed/or grass area for stock in adverse weather.  

Document and review: 

Evidence we have to show we are following good management practices.... 

Photos  

Our plan to review this winter's winter grazing plan..... 

Weekly discussions with team members.  Adjust management as required. Post winter grazing, assess 
management and results  of winter grazing. Take learning and apply to winter grazing plans for 2024, 
both winter grazing paddock selection,  setup and grazing  management. 
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Winter plan for paddock: Wet pd  

 Mob name and size; 800 MA ewes for approx 6 weeks 

Diet following transition:  1.1 (dry matter)kg of kale per day per head 

See attached file:  “Wet pd” for paddock plan  

 

Day to day management:  

Post transition, 3 day breaks will be used. Wide strips across the paddock (W to E) will be established 
which are then dived into appropriate sized breaks. Will start paddock at the north western corner of 
paddock by water trough. The adjoining paddock (pd 47) to be accessed for grass grazing and additional 
shelter for stock. Utilizing back/ temporary fences and the adjoining paddock as a run off paddock for 
best environmental and animal welfare outcomes . 

Executing of your paddock plan : 

Transition plan:  

Break feed stock on grass only in the paddock next to A Pump. On day 2 open gate into crop paddock. 
Present approx. 0.5 kg of kale per head per day for 3 days. After 3 days we will increase the amount of 
kale presented, up to the required daily amount and then shut the ewes on crop. 

We will reduce the mud in the paddock  by..... 

Manipulating both the feed front and back fences to avoid/reduce time in wet areas of the paddock. 
Have sub soiled the entire prior to planting crop to improve drainage. Will utilize the adjoining (pd 47) 
paddock as a runoff paddock if weather and conditions require. Crop was established in this paddock 
using minimal  tillage (spray and direct drilling) to aid in maintaining soil structure.  

We monitor animal health and welfare by...... 

View the stock every 3 days. If poor weather view daily.  There is a shelter belt on the Eastern and 
Western sides of this paddock. Prepared allow stock into adjoining paddock for additional shelter or 
grass feed as required. Animals which are showing signs of distress will be removed from crop paddock 

We reduce the risk  of calving /lambing on the crop by...... 

These stock are expected to lamb around the 7th of September. Target to have completed the crop and 
remove stock 2 weeks prior (24th August) to vaccinate and set stock for lambing. 

We ensure stock are well fed by....... 

Monitoring of both residual fed remaining and the gut fill prior to new break. 

We ensure everyone understands the plan by..... 
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Transition and wintering plan for each mon of stock is discussed in team meetings pre-transition and 
paddock setup. Reviewed weekly and revised as necessary. 

 

 

Our plan for wet weather and poor soil conditions (Adverse events plan): 

Our wet/cold weather plan will be implemented...... 

If we get a prolonged period of wet cold weather, particularly if wind is from the south. 

Our wet weather and poor soil conditions plan is..... 

If required, can run sheep off, into adjacent paddock A little airstrip gully,  (West of A little airstrip) 
which has good natural shelter. This paddock will be keep stock free for the duration of the winter to 
allow for emergency feed/or grass area for stock in adverse weather.  

Document and review: 

Evidence we have to show we are following good management practices.... 

Photos  

Our plan to review this winter's winter grazing plan..... 

Weekly discussions with team members.  Adjust management as required. Post winter grazing, assess 
management and results  of winter grazing. Take learning and apply to winter grazing plans for 2024, 
both winter grazing paddock selection,  setup and grazing  management. 

 

 

 


